**DO NOT** bring/send these items to campus

- Large, bulky, or excessive furniture
- No single item or package weighing over 40 pounds
- Refrigerators* or water coolers
- Strings of lights, paper lanterns/shades or electrical signs**
- Adhesive hooks**
- Cinder blocks
- Halogen lamps or sun lamps
- Candles, combustibles, matches, or lighters
- Utility knives
- Cooking appliances (of any kind) or irons
- Any type of electric grill
- Weapons, including toy, facsimile, or decorative weapons of any kind
- Posters with salacious or alcohol- or drug-related messages
- Televisions***
- Air conditioners or heating appliances (no electric blankets)
- Wireless hubs or other network electronics
- Excessive amounts of anything

*Students who receive medical approval from the Sykes Wellness Center

** These items damage the walls often removing not only the paint but the paper surface of the walls requiring extensive repairs and repainting.

***In addition to televisions, computer monitors (often used for media viewing) cannot be any larger than 30”.

If large, bulky items, packages over 40 pounds, or refrigerators (unless approved) are delivered to the mailroom, they will be returned to the sender.

Please refer to the [Central Services Mailroom Policies](#) for details on shipping items to your student.